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Artikel info:-

It is not Marius girlfriend at the door when it rang but Alfred.
He also begs Marius for an overnight stay because he has
trouble at home. Marius let&acute;s him in but tells him that
Barney is already there also wanting to spend the night at his
place and his bed is too small for that many people. Barney
comes out of the bathroom totally exhausted by the fight
before. So Alfred has the idea to fight about the
sleeping-place. Barney accepts, knowing that Alfred is not
really the strongest one at the fightplace team. They face
each other tensely and the fight begins. Alfred takes Barney
by surprise with some tricks he has trained. Barney gives it all
but Alfred is superior. He uses hard leg-scissors over and
over again. Alfred could use some schoolboypins but Barneys
gets free in the end. It&acute;s a sweat-inducing fight. Marius
declares that only the winner is allowed to sleep over and the
fight gets even tougher. When the match is over and Alfred is
the certain winner Marius wants more. Alfred should fight
against him and he&acute;ll grant asylum only when Alfred
could defeat him. Alfred really wants the sleeping-place.
According to this, he is very motivated although he&acute;s
already very done by the match against Barney. But Marius
takes his anger out on Alfred and shellacs him. A punishment
match starts and Alfred is put through the mill. He has to
admit not being able to resist against opponents like Marius
and to keep on training. 

Play length approx - 47 min.

	

		
	
	

Price :  25,90 EUR [incl. 21% VAT]

Options Privat Battle 10 - Part Two :

shipping method
Photo series (- 22,00 EUR ), Download HD, DVD Shipping.
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